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In my fifth term on the Child Health Association
Tasmania (CHAT) Board, it has been an honour
to serve as President.  2018-019 has proved to
be another busy and successful year for CHAT,
its staff and the Board. CHAT has remained a
leading service provider for Tasmanian families,
helping build healthy lives through advocacy,
education, community connections and support
programs.
 
At the start of our term, the Board agreed to
increase the hours for our State Executive
Officer and Regional Coordinators. Whilst we
knew this would come as a cost to the
organisation, we also knew that the increase in
hours would allow the staff to invest more time
into creating more resources, running more
events for members and the wider community,
and creating new community connections.
2019 has seen some significant changes in
staffing at CHAT. Under the leadership of State
Executive Officer, Liz Crane, we have 

welcomed Lisa Rushton to the role of Southern
Regional Coordinator and Fiona O'Keefe to
Finance Officer.  It has been wonderful to see
you both join the team and learn your new roles.
On behalf of the Board I would like to thank all
the staff, Liz, Lisa, Susannah, Emma and Fiona
for their hard work and dedication, ensuring our
organisation runs smoothly and continues to
provide support and education to Tasmanian
families. A big thank you also needs to go to
outgoing staff members Christine Jolly and
Nicole Green for their many years of service to
CHAT. This organisation would not be where it is
today without the support of all our wonderful
volunteers  who offer so much of their time to
programs and events such as pram walking
groups, social media groups, venues like The
Haven and Community Events.
 
CHAT continues to be supported by the
Tasmanian Government who provide us with our
core funding through the Department of
Communities Tasmania and funding for our
Family Food Patch Programs through Public
Health Services. 
 
The Board has seen a lot of new faces this year,
with 5 of our 8 members in their first term,
bringing new skills and experiences to the table.
It has been great to form new relationships with
our new board members and collaborate
together to govern CHAT. Since joining the
Board in 2014, I have been able to see through
the immense task of selling our properties.
Earlier this year, the last property to sell,
Newstead, settled and the finance sub-
committee have been working with Collins SBA
to ensure that the significant funds are invested
wisely to ensure financial security for the
organisation. I'd like to thank David Woolford at
Collins SBA for providing us with advice on the 
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best course of investments with a good balance
of earnings and risk avoidance. CHAT's ethics
are also reflected in the investment plan. At the
time of writing, Liz and I have made
arrangement to finalise the paperwork to get
the money invested.
 
It is also worth noting that the removal of the
Rosebery property from the balance sheet has
resulted in a loss of equity on paper. However,
following research and legal advice it was
established that CHAT was never the official
owner of this land and therefore we had no
choice but to hand the property back to council
in November of last year when CHaPS moved
out and the land lease expired. 
 
Throughout 2019, the Board has worked closely
with the SEO to:

plan, coordinate and execute various events
and fundraisers 
research an appropriate investment plan and
arrange for its implementation
continue to review of policies and
procedures, including a social media policy
continue actively communicating with our
membership and general community state-
wide through our website, social media, and
regular newsletters
continue fostering existing partnerships with
government and other organisations as well
form new partnerships
ensure the provision of Parenting Tents
complete with baby- change facilities,
feeding space and toddler activities at a
variety of community events across the state
finalising development with UTas of the
CHAT app – with a soft launch in planning
continue the development and roll out of the
Well Fed Tasmania food van in partnership
with Family Food Patch and the Tasmanian
School Canteen Association.

 

send the SEO to the eSafety conference in
Sydney, to learn about important online
safety issues to ensure CHAT's online
presence is safe and a positive experience.

 
At the start of the term, the Board was advised
that the longstanding Mayfield Branch had
decided to wind up after a staggering 52 years.
The ladies at Mayfield have worked tirelessly
and passionately to fundraise for the Mayfield
Clinic and then over time, for the whole state.
On behalf of the Board, I would like to express
my heartfelt thanks to these wonderful ladies for
their dedication to our organisation.  
 
I would also like to pay respect to life member,
previous State President and long-time
advocate for the Child Health Association
Tasmania, Jenny Inglis who sadly passed away
in August this year. Jenny served as President
for 4 years from 1987-1991, and many other roles
including State Secretary for many years.
Jenny's passion for child health and education
was extraordinary and her contributions to
CHAT have helped shape the organisation and
allow it to continue to be a leading service for all
Tasmanian families today. 
 
2019 has been a very busy year for CHAT and it
has been a privilege to see all the new and
exciting developments that have been taking
place, new partnerships, new staff, and new
programs. Thank you for your ongoing support
of CHAT, the staff, the volunteers and the
Board. 2020 is shaping up to be as busy as ever,
continuing to support Tasmanian families to build
healthy lives.
 
Katy Pryor
Board President
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It has been an exciting and eventful year at
CHAT, as we continue working towards our
mission of empowering Tasmanian families to
build healthy lives through advocacy, education,
community connections and support programs. I
would like to offer my sincere thanks to our
wonderful staff and our committed Board, who
consistently go above and beyond in their roles,
and our wonderful volunteers who are an
integral part of our organisation. 
 
We farewelled two staff members this year.
After nearly five years of service to the
organisations and the Hobart parenting
community, Christine Jolly left the organisation
to take up another role mentoring upcoming
leaders. Christine’s legacy of the Hobart Mums
Networks and the Haven still remain a huge part
of CHAT and we thank Christine for her years of
dedicated service, unique ideas and skills. We
also farewelled our much-loved Admin/Finance 
 

officer Nicole Green. Nicole was a huge asset to
the organisation; her organisation skills were
second to none. Nicole left CHAT to take up a
full-time position in finance. 
 
As one door closes another door opens and we
excitedly welcomed new staff members Lisa
Rushton (Southern Regional Coordinator) and
Fiona O’Keefe (Admin and Finance). Lisa’s skill
set has seen many new programs established at
the Haven and in greater Hobart, all of which
have been received by our members with great
enthusiasm and we have seen many new faces
participating in programs. Fi brings her skills as a
qualified accountant into the role and has been
adjusting to the not-for-profit accounting
requirements. 
 
Big thanks to continuing staff members Emma
(Family Food Patch) and Susannah (North and
North West Regional Coordinator) who continue
to work hard and achieve great results. 
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The Board and staff came together for a
planning day in March this year to evaluate
where we were at, troubleshoot issues and plan
for the next period. We were able to review and
evaluate the past year and develop our action
oriented Annual Operational Plan moving
forward. We continue to work towards our
vision and mission set out in our 2018-2021
strategic plan. 2019 saw the finalisation of the
property sales with funds now invested to
create an ongoing income stream for the
organisation. The Board have also used some of
these funds to increase staffing hours, as a
result we have seen a massive increase in the
events and services offered, as well as an
increase to partnership development. 
 
We continue to maintain our positive relationship
with Tasmanian media, often called upon to
comment on issues of importance to Tasmanian
families and have received some great coverage
of events throughout the year. 
 
In 2019 we partnered with a newly formed
group Dads of Hobart and the Rotary Club of
Bellerive to offer the inaugural Man with a Pram
event on Father’s Day. Man with a Pram was
designed to support families to build healthy,
happy lives, specifically targeted at engaging
fathers across Tasmania. We also established
and ongoing partnership with RACT and Kidsafe
Tasmania to offer regular Car Seat Safety check
events across greater Hobart, recognising that
children are our most vulnerable road users and
doing all we can to ensure their safety. 
 
Our mobile community kitchen resource Well Fed
Tasmania continues to go from strength to
strength and we have spent a significant
amount of time this year finalising operating
procedures and all governance documentation.
Over the past 12 months Well Fed Tasmanian has 
 
 
 

travelled 14,240km’s across Tasmania. It has
visited 24 education settings and 27 community
events, trained 10 new Family Food Educators
and worked with a team of students to film 10
easy to follow recipe film clips as part of a pilot
project. 
 
As a small organisation we know that developing
and maintaining positive partnerships with
relevant organisations is key to ensuring the best
possible services are delivered to Tasmanian
Families. Some major partnerships are detailed
below:  
 

Tasmanian School Canteen Association;
partners in Well Fed Tasmania
Playgroup Tasmania; collaborating on hub
activities and events 
Children's University of Tasmania; collaborating
on a Family Festival of Play event at
Government House in November
Child Health and Parenting Service; providing
parenting information session and new parent
groups at the Havens 
Dads of Tasmania and Rotary Club of Bellerive;
collaborating partners for the inaugural Man
with a Pram event.  
Kidsafe Tasmania and RACT; partnered to run
successful Car Seat Safety Check events at
Eastlands with more planned in greater Hobart
tagari lia Child and Family Centre; partners on
the Tasmanian Bush Food to Plate program
Oral Health Tasmania; re-develop Building
Health Smiles oral health resource
Parentmedic; providing Baby and Child First
Aid information sessions to members
TAFE Tasmania; providing a location for the
newly relocated Haven in Launceston
St Davids Cathedral; providing a space for the
Haven on Hobart
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I was blessed to be given the opportunity by
the Board to attend the 2019 eSafety
conference in Sydney, taking away lots of
learning to ensure CHAT’s online space in
inclusive and supportive. Our online groups are
a great space for parents to connect with one
another and access support. 
 
In 2020 I look forward to continuing to build the
organisation, strengthen partnerships and
connect, support and empower Tasmanian
families to build healthy lives.  
 
Liz Crane
State Executive Officer
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It has been six months since I joined the CHAT
team and what a ride it has been so far!  A
standout for me has been getting to know our
fantastic group of volunteers who are the heart
and soul of our organisation. I am passionate
about creating space for people to gather
together. The Haven presents us with so many
opportunities for gathering, such as a simple
drop-in space, information sessions, creativity
and , making connections with others in a similar
life stage.   I believe we will see our nook in the
CBD continue to make a difference in the lives
of Tasmanian families as we meet here to share
conversation, to have a breather, to Stretch and
Sing, or to access information that can support
their journey as parents and carers.   
 

The Haven
We could have renamed The Haven “The Hive”
this year.  A buzz of activity is always welcomed
as we enjoy a wide array of events and
activities such as :

Weekly Laugh and Craft with Alice and Rosie
– both avid crafters!
Stretch and Sing –Lisa loves rolling out the
yoga mats and welcoming families for 30
minutes of mindful movement, signing and
story.
Australian Breastfeeding Association monthly
meet ups – thanks Jo Slamen! Australian
Breastfeeding Association continues to  use
The Haven once a month for a regular
gathering of their local members. Each month
a different topic is covered. 
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CHAT with CHaPS – our new monthly
initiative featuring our amazing Child Health
Nurses coming to The Haven to facilitate
discussions around topics such as toilet
training, screen time, attachment and play.
Made By Me – a new monthly event
celebrating creativity for parent and child –
easy, accessible ways to get creative.
Family Food Patch lunchbox session with
Olivia
Dr Amy Imms presenting “Growing Little
Minds” generously sponsored by a CHAT
supporter
Wellness events such as Brooke from Evolve
Nutrition discussing parental fatigue and
nutrition, Marija from Olea’s Nest offering a
baby massage session and Jayne from Mary
Kay with simple skin care tips. 

Bex Gowen continues as our Haven Volunteers
Coordinator keeping the volunteers all up to
date.  Thank you Bex!
 
We have welcomed Rosie to the Haven
volunteer family this year and she has delighted
us all with her conversation, connection and
crafty skills!  A Haven visitor was lucky enough
to learn to crochet under the guidance of Rosie.
 
Thank you to our weekly regular volunteers:

Lexie - you are the queen of connection,
adults and children alike.  Your energy is
contagious.
Alice – your dedication, genuine interest in
others and passion for creativity is inspiring. 
Rosie – your sense of fun, conversation and
willingness to support and share your
experience and skills is a gift to the Haven,
we are so thrilled you joined us!
Jodi  - your dance moves, your songs and
your sense of fun means Fridays are always
a hoot at The Haven!! 

 
 

Thank you to Juliette who after years of being
involved has recently moved from regular roster
to emergency volunteer. We miss you, and
appreciate your years of involvement.
 
And our willing emergency fill in crew! We
appreciate you.
 
HMN Chat
This group of almost 3000 southern mums
connecting online is made possible by the
faithful and generous input of our amazing
moderators!  I would like to acknowledge the
tireless efforts of Claire Shaw. Claire has made
the decision to step aside from her role as
moderator and is graciously assisting our new
moderators for a time.  I am sure I speak for the
3000 members of HMN chat, past and present,
who have benefited from Claire’s input over the
years, as we say thank you and extend our
heartfelt gratitude to you.  
Welcome to our new moderators Tegan, Melissa
and Karen! If you know anyone else who may
be willing to join this team, please get in touch.
 
Partnerships
An exciting and successful partnership has
formed between CHAT and Parentmedic.
Sharon Rootes has been running community
baby and child first aid classes with costings
that make these opportunities accessible for
families.  We have thoroughly enjoyed this
partnership and are excited by the response
from the wider community. We have events in
Rokeby, Battery Point for Dad’s, West Moonah,
Midway Point (x2), Kingston (x2) and a The
Haven in the CBD. 
Mental: The Motherload – A pop up event at
The Haven facilitated by Artist Mothers -Julie
Waddington, Bryony Geeves, Mel King, Carrie
McLean and Rebecca Thomson was an
engaging and creative time of sharing the
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experience of mental load through creative
writing / storytelling, interviews with mothers.
This research will become a new performance
work. We look forward to following this journey.
 
Family Walking Group
Our Friday, 10am Family Walking Group
continues to go strong with Michelle Brookfield
and Lucy Apiafi. These groups offer walks in
different locations inclusive of different carers
and modes of transporting little ones, whether in
a pram, wraps or carrier or bike or scooter. The
family walks promote being outside in all seasons
and celebrate beautiful spaces for families in our
lovely city and surrounds.  
 
Future Focus
The success of offering events outside of the
Haven has been exciting!  We are aware that
transport, parking and traffic can create
barriers for some families, and are committed to
exploring more and more ways of bringing more
of our offerings to the wider community.  
I have engaged with Neighbourhood Houses
and plans are underway to offer Stretch and
Sing pop-ups in Midway Point, Howrah and
Goodwood in 2020.  Watch this space!
Lisa and Lexie are excited to begin Family Food
Patch training in October to enable us to have
more regular FFP sessions at The Haven. Thanks
to Olivia for continuing to come in and run great
sessions.
 
Lisa Rushton
Southern Regional Coordinator
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Walking Groups
New Launceston Coordinator Sarah Barrett has
built a group of regular walkers with new
families coming along regularly. Currently Sarah
offers a walk on Friday mornings leaving from
City Park in Launceston.
 
Dustee Bennett continues to offer two walks
each week in Ulverstone leaving from
playgrounds and following the lovely coastal
paths in the area.
 
Westbury CHAT
This incredible group continue to offer a weekly
Play Gym to the Westbury and surrounding
communities. Committee President Belinda Tome
has this to share:
 
 
 

The Westbury Play Gym has had a very
successful year to date doubling our attendance
compared to last year. With a committee of only
5 volunteers this is an exceptional
accomplishment. Our success is mostly due to an
increase in social media engagement, offering a
4 visit, 5th visit free offer as well as holding fun
events and partnering with other organisations. 
 
Our partnerships include Libraries Tasmania who
have a wonderful program called rock n rhyme
run by the Meander Valley Literacy Coordinator.
They come to Play Gym once a term to run this
program with our attendees to promote Child
literacy and encourage parents to sing and
rhyme with their children. Another partnership
recently has been with the Deloraine Primary
School Early Learning program to hold a special
session of play gym for them which increases
awareness of what Westbury Play Gym has to
offer throughout the Meander Valley. We also
promote pre-kinder events for Deloraine
Neighbourhood House as well as Libraries
Tasmania’s local Story times, they in turn
promote Westbury Play Gym to their attendees.
This year we also attended two local school
fetes with equipment to promote Play Gym to
the wider community. 
 
We have held a Biggest Morning Tea event
every year for several years now which has
proven to be a popular event and we were able
to raise $170 this year for the Tasmanian Cancer
Council. We have also held a Kids Market within
our regular Play Gym hours as a trial. It was well
received but did not get a large attendance and
we may trial holding one on a weekend in the
future. We have a Halloween party coming up in
the next term as well as our annual Christmas
Party. This year we have been donated new
story books from a local family day-care 
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business to give to the children from Santa. We
also received a generous donation from
Mayfield CHAT which was used to purchase
new equipment. We have also received
donations from local businesses to go towards
our fundraising efforts and are so grateful for
the continuing support of our community.
 
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank
everyone who supports the Westbury Play Gym
including CHAT, our Play Gym Volunteers, local
businesses, our partnerships and our regular
attendees.
 
Belinda Tome 
Westbury Play Gym President
 
Mayfield CHAT
It is with great sadness we announce that the
Mayfield CHAT group has now closed. This is
literally the end of an era for CHAT, with many
of the members and supporters of this group
having been part of CHAT when their own
babies were born in the 1970’s, 1980’s and
1990’s. As a final act of generosity, Mayfield
CHAT donated significant funds to the
Westbury Play Gym Committee and to the
Haven on Paterson, amongst others.
 
Mothers in our time have a very different
experience than many of the retiring Mayfield
Committee with social and economic changes,
but we all still need a community of mothers
around us to laugh, learn and gain wisdom. I
hope to still catch up with you amazing and
passionate women at CHAT events in the
future!
 
Thank you for all you have done to support
Tasmanian families over many years of
volunteering and fundraising for CHAT.
 
 

Partnerships and Collaborations
As always, partnering, collaborating and
resource sharing are integral to many of the
services and events CHAT provides to the
community.
 
We have strengthened existing partnerships and
forged new ones through networking and
recommendations from other services. Apologies
to anyone I missed!

CHaPS
Walker House Parenting Centre
Playgroup Tas
Uniting PYPS
#34 Aboriginal Health Service
Ulverstone Neighbourhood House
Beaconsfield CFC
Door of Hope Playgroup
MyTime Support Group
Northern Suburbs Community Centre
(Neighbourhood House)
Waverly PS Launching Into Learning
Northern Early Years Group
Public Health Tas Dieticians
Healthy Tasmania

 
Key Wins and Successes

Securing our lovely new Haven space
Successful 123 Magic & Emotion Coaching in
N & NW
Being invited as a regular guest
speaker/facilitator to share information and
build recognition of CHAT at several groups
– the result of lots of networking and
information sharing!
Almost at 600 follows on our Haven on
Paterson facebook page
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Future Focus

Recruiting volunteers for regular timeslots to
extend our Haven opening hours
Looking at building our engagement with
fathers
Offering more Parenting Programs, including
an evening 123 Magic & Emotion Coaching
course
Exploring deeper collaborations to support
family health with like-minded groups,
services and organisations
Bringing Parentmedic First Aid sessions to
the North and North West

 
Events and Information Sessions Run

Approximately 22 across the North and
North West

Events and Presentations
Approximately 20 across the North and
North West

Visits to the Haven
From March 2019, 3x /week – 1x Haven
CHAT, 2x open sessions

 
Susannah Koch
North and North West Regional Coordinator
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The Family Food Patch (FFP) program has had
an exciting year, growing in scope and practice
with the Well Fed Tasmania (WFT) community
mobile kitchen/food truck and our 26TEN grant
funded Kitchen ABC123 toolkit.
 
Having these extensions to our outreach
capacity has brought engagement with a wider
audience and fostered connections and
partnerships in new areas. At the heart of the
program is the support we offer our Family Food
Educators (FFE’S) and this has grown too this
year. Developing resources and tools for our
FFE’s to utilise and expand their reach is vital in
an ever-changing community dynamic across
Tasmania. 
 
Literacy and numeracy are life skills for all
Tasmanians and creating visual aids to support
those skills through the lens of food literacy
have been well received. The Kitchen ABC123
kits were primarily developed for our FFE’s but 
 

have also been taken up by many other wide
ranging agencies, organisations and individuals
such as Save The Children, Lady Gowrie, Oral
Health Services, literacy coordinators,
Communities for Children, Launch into Learning
groups, primary schools and all the Child and
Family Centres and Neighbourhood/Community
Houses across Tasmania. 
 
10 of the Kitchen ABC123 recipes and WFT have
also been featured in a collaboration with
Clarence City Council, Rosny College and the
Tasmanian School Canteen Association (our
partners in the food truck). Julie from the TSCA
and myself have been filming ‘how to make’
simple short films with four Rosny film students
in their college kitchen and then out on about in
10 diverse locations – demonstrating that the
recipes are for all ages and connect with real
communities.
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We featured: Clarence Plains Child and Family
Centre, Warane Primary School, Heemskirk
Community Garden, 7 Mile Beach conservation
area, Bellerive Park, Alma’s community centre,
Regis aged care facility, Risdon Vale primary
school, Discovery Early Leaning Centre
Lauderdale and Southern Support School. The
students themselves have also had a rich
learning experience, building their own
confidence and knowledge watching the various
cooking and food prep methods and seeing raw
ingredients used in such a variety of ways.
 
The dexterity of the program being so adaptable
and responsive to our Tasmanian communities
was the foundation of us being given the
Tasmanian Community Health Achievement
Award 2018 in November. Such an exciting
privilege to be recognized for the work that we
do as such a relatively small program and I was
humbled to be able to share it with my daughter
Eden, who has been such a resilient and
resourceful young Family Food Educator for the
past 8 yrs!
 
The core of our program, as ever, is to train and
support peer educators and we had heaps of
fun in Huonville with 10 fab new additions to the
Patch and welcoming back program dietitian
Carole. It was great to use the WFT truck as a
secondary kitchen, enabling us to train in a
location that doesn’t have a neighbourhood
house or child and family centre to access as a
venue – we used the Scout Hall. The WFT is
certainly in her stride! These 10 educators are
already working wonders in their communities
and families across the region, from Geeveston,
Cygnet, Kingston and Huonville itself. 
 
Ongoing support of Family Food Educators and
connectivity into communities is our other
primary goal and through success with a variety 

of grant applications and partnerships we have
been able to engage and network educators
across Tassie with community hub events. These
have succeeded in bringing together early years
programs and settings, schools, community
gardens and neighbourhood houses to
demonstrate their capacity to collaborate with
the same ‘eat well and be active’ messages in a
variety of ways. 
 
We have become a learning destination for
Children’s University Tasmania and look forward
to collaborating with them on an inaugural
Festival of Play at Government House this
coming November. If successful it would be
fantastic to see the same model taken to more
regional and rural communities across the State. 
 
The next year brings much to look forward to:
trainings in Moonah and Scottsdale, launch of
our recipe films, development of some oral
health postcards, workshops for educators
including Social Circus and wide and wonderful
travel in WFT to connect community hubs.
 
Emma Rowell
Family Food Patch Program Manager
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KATY PRYOR - PRESIDENT

ANDREA PORTE - VICE PRESIDENT

JESSICA GREENE - SECRETARY

SUMMER GWYNNE - TREASURER

BOARD MEMBERS:

KATE CRAWFORD 

EMILY RATNAGOBAL

SAMANTHA CHRISTIAN

SERANNA SHUTT (RETIRED MID TERM)

 














